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War with Iraq?
Wars begin at the will of anyone, but they do not end at anyone’s will.
- Niccolò M
The War against Terrorism has fizzled, little different than the War against Drugs, the War
against Illiteracy, the War against Poverty, etc.
President Bush needs a war with Iraq to get reelected.The military needs a war for victories,
promotions, and medals for valor. Since the military is denied a real War against Terrorism, Iraq
appears a good substitute.
On the negative side, corporate crimes and Homeland Security are overwhelming much of the
resources of the FBI, IRS, and DOJ. Federal authorities are downsizing their assistance at the state
and local level, leaving a vacuum. Crimes of all sorts are increasing; white collar, violent, and even
out-of-control local law enforcement personnel are filling the vacuum.
More and more Americans now realize the Saudis were the largest contributors to the
September 11, 2001, attack. (N.Y. Mayor Rudy Giuliani was among the first.) Our government
seems unable or unwilling to determine which Muslim countries are friend or foe. Other nations
believe that all Muslim nations are against the U.S. and that America’s War against Terrorism is a
paper tiger. Looking past Israel and Britain for allies is looking for pie in the sky.
The U.S. government, from the President down, will not tell Americans the true reason why
nations support foreign terrorists attacking America. U.S. propaganda offers,“they envy America;
they envy our way of life; they hate our freedoms.” Even though the U.S. is the only military
super power, the nations of the world see something additional.They see a country that is
apologetic, appeasing, and decadent.They see a weak-willed politically correct government.They
see rot.
Political propitiation for illegal immigrants is now an American way of life - cheap labor for
corporations, ethnic votes for Democrats. Our borders are sieves and illegal immigration is rife.
India and Pakistan will fight to the death to protect their borders, as will most nations today, and
as did the U.S. in the past.
Saber rattling talk of “weapons of mass destruction” has lost its punch.Americans now
understand that airplanes loaded with jet fuel, such as those flown by Saudis, are “weapons of
mass destruction.” So are car bombs. All weapons or methods used in the calculated murder of
groups of people are “weapons of mass destruction.”
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War with Iraq?

continued...

If the U.S. government has a plan to divide Muslim countries to busy themselves slaughtering
each other rather than Americans, it is a well kept secret. Bush and Cheney’s talk of attacking Iraq
negates the existence of such a plan.
Summary:
Conclusion:

Two valid reasons for starting a war with Iraq. Eight against.
No war with Iraq.

Those who know how to win are much more numerous than those who know how to make
proper use of their victories.
Polybius
Some future U.S. president will invoke massive retaliation against all homelands protecting
and supporting terrorists, not concern himself with rebuilding those nations, and disband the
then unneeded U.S. Homeland Security.
Guy Odom
September, 2002
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